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Announcement & Amal Details

Aashura 1438H Mumbai, London & New Jersey Program
Mumbai:
On Aashura day (Tuesday 11th Oct) Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin TUS will deliver Waaz mubarak in Iwan-e-Fatemi,
Darus Sakina at 10.30AM followed by Zohor Asar Namaaz, and
then followed by Aqa Husain SA Maqtal Bayaan at 3.45pm, inshaallah. Mumineen are invited for Imam Husain SA Niyaz and
Salawaat Jaman after Maghrib.

New Jersey, USA:
On Ashura day (Tuesday 11th October) Shezada Dr Husain
Bhaisaheb Burhanuddin will deliver Waaz on Muharram at 11am
followed by Zohor Asar Namaaz, and then followed by Aqa Husain
SA Maqtal Bayaan. Waaz will be followed by Aqa Husain AS niyaz
jaman. All Mumineen are invited for Niyaaz Jaman.

Mumineen who are unable to attend waaz are urged to do the
following amal:
Aashura Night
On Aashura Night, after tawassul namaaz Mumineen should
pray Allahuma an sakati doa. Then Mumineen should listen to recording of bayaan mubarak (will be uploaded soon). Mumineen
should spend Aashura night in bandagi and pray Bihori Namaaz,
especially Nisful Layl – but also take rest to be able to take barakaat
on Aashura Day.
Aashura Day
Mumineen should observe ‘laagan’ on Aashura day. Laagan
is like roza in the sense that we refrain from all food and drink
from dusk to dawn, but the niyyat is of laagan – that is refraining
from food and drink in remembrance of the thirst and hunger of
Imam Husain SA and his Ahle Bayt and Ashaab. In the afternoon
children should be given a small snack so that they have strength
for maatam.
Mumineen should listen to the live waaz of Shehzada Husain Bhaisaheb (recording will also be available for those in earlier
time zones). After zawaal Mumineen should pray Zohor Faraz with
Sunnat and Naafelat. After Zohor Naafelat Mumineen should pray
Imam Husain Taqarrub namaaz and Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA,
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Tawassul Namaaz followed by namaaz for Doa for tulul
umar of Dai al-Asr. PDF of Niyyats for those namaz as well as the
Doa after tawassul namaaz is available on fatemidawat.com. Then
Mumineen should listen to wasila mubaraka (will be uploaded
soon). After wasila Mumineen should pray Asar Sunnat and Faraz.
Then Mumineen should listen to Aqa Husain SA Maqtal
Bayaan (recording will be uploaded soon for those in timezones
ahead of EST).

Marsiya

News & Events

London, UK:
On Ashura day (Tuesday 11th October) Shezada Dr Abdeali
Bhaisaheb Saifuddin will deliver Waaz on Muharram at 11am followed by Zohor Asar Namaaz, and then followed by Aqa Husain
SA Maqtal Bayaan. Waaz will be followed by Aqa Husain AS Niyaz
Jaman. All Mumineen are invited for Niyaaz Jaman.

Prayed during 1438H Waaz in Hazraat
of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
The following marsiyas have been
uploaded along with audio recording to fatemidawat.com/ashara.
Each marsiya has been recited by
the Fatemi Marsiya party in the
Hazrat of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS during Ashara Mubaraka
Abbas Tuje Ehle Wafaa Yaad Karenge (Abbas Alamdar AS)
Laachaar Husainaa (Aqa Husain
SA)
Jhoolo Masoom Tashna Dahn Jhool (Ali Asghar SA)
Tanhaayi Mein Kaisay Uthega (Ali Akbar AS)
Salaam Unpar (Aqa Husain SA Salaam)

Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Ashara
Mubaraka 1438 Waaz 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th
& 5th
Syedna Fakhruddin TUS performs Ashara Mubaraka 1438H
waaz on Takht-e-Imami in Darus Sakina, Mumbai with great
shaan, and delivers deeply meaningful orations about faith in Allah, and Panjetan Paak, Imams, and Dais and guidance in this
world and the next. We have presented here a brief glimpse of
some of the priceless and countless pearls of wisdom imparted
to Mumineen.
1st Waaz Summary
Syedna Fakhruddin’s first waaz was broadcast worldwide,
click here to view.
Maulana began the bayaan and stated our belief in Imam-uzZaman AS, our conviction that he is present, in this age and emphasizing that today, on this day, on this earth, Imam-uz-Zaman
is present. Maulana recounted the recent passing away of Syedna
Qutbuddin RA and did shukr for the multitude of nemats he bestowed upon us, the prime one of maintaining us on the path
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of Haq, even in these
turbulent times.
Maulana
recited and expounded
on the ayat “he who
does niyyat for the
Hereafter (aakherat)
and strives for it and
he is a Mumin - they
are the ones whose
efforts Allah accepts
and rewards (sa’ye mashkoor)” (Surat al-Isra’: 19). He explained
that Aakherat is known as “Hereafter”, one that is after this life,
lasting forever. Death is inescapable as our Hudaat have repeatedly
preached. Maulana also presented 3 chapters (fasal), starting with
Panjetan and their sa’ye mashkoor, then the sa’ye mashkoor of
A’immat Tahireen and Du’aat Mutlaqeen. Maulana gave many examples of how our Hudaat Kiraam themselves strived for Aakherat
and in doing so guided Mumineen to strive for Aakherat.
In the zikr of Amirul Mumineen, Maulana explained that
when Rasulullah informed Amirul Mumineen about his times he
said, “you will be alone among lowly people, nobody will support
you, friends will turn their back, they will refuse your call for jihad
and they will murder you with their treachery, they will call you bad
names, like they called me a magician and liar.”
Maulana continued with Panjetan zikr, recounting the sa’ye
mashkoor of Maulatena Fatema AS, Imam Hasan AS and Imam
Husain AS. Maulana then continued with zikr of A’immat Tahireen,
especially Imam Ali Zainul Abideen and Duat Mutlaqeen, especially Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA.
Maulana recounted a bayaan from Eisa Nabi AS, who advised thehawariyeen that if you need to leave dunya for deen, do
so happily, just as people of this world would leave deen for dunya.
Maulana stated that such are times, people are unwilling to give
misaaq due to family or social matters, they say they will see when
the path is clear. Maulana advised to not let deen go today, for the
sake of worldly matters, since the latter is bound to perish one day.
Maulana ended with poignant remembrance of Imam Husain’s AS
shaadat. Maulana addressed Mumineen that by Allah Ta’ala’s witness, for each Mumin that sheds at least one drop of tear in the
remembrance of Imam Husain, he would araz to Imam-uz-Zaman
to include this Mumin in His zumra (union).
2nd Waaz Summary
Maulana began
the bayaan with zikr
of safinatun najat
(ark of salvation). On
Ghadeer-e-Khum, during the same khutba
(sermon) in which Rasulullah pronounced
Amirul Mumineen as
his wasiyy, he also
stated that his Ahle
Bayt are like Nuh’s safina, whoever boards it is guaranteed salvation and one who defers from boarding will drown, just as it is not
possible to remain alive at sea without a ship.
Maulana related that after his misaaq was taken by Syedna
Burhanuddin, Syedna Qutbuddin hosted a ziyafat in shukr with a
backdrop of safina. Syedna Qutbuddin stated in his speech on the
occasion that the Dai’s persona is the safinatun najat itself, Syedna
Burhanuddin was very pleased with the sentiments expressed. The
Dai saves us from destruction and brings us to salvation, giving
spiritual & eternal life to our nufoos (souls).

Maulana did zikr of the deep meaning in two Surats of the
Quran, the mua’wwizatain (derived from isti’azat, to seek refuge in
Allah Ta’ala from Shaitan) - Surat al-Falaq and Sural al-Nas. People
of tafseer (exegesis) say that these were revealed since Rasulullah
was afflicted by the spell of a Jewish lady, and that reciting these
Surats alleviated him. Syedna Moayyed Shirazi questions how such
a spell could affect Rasulullah. Rather the indication is towards batin. Maulana explained in great detail the meaning of these Surats,
drawing from the kitaabs andbayaans of our Hudaat Kiraam.
Finally, similar to yesterday’s waaz, Maulana recalled another
sikhaman from Eisa Nabi AS, stating that do not be fearful of people who would kill your body, rather be fearful of those who would
kill your soul. The reference is to such ulema (scholars), who preach
galat tasawwur (incorrect doctrine). Maulana ended the bayaan
with a heart rending recounting of the shahadat of Ali Asghar AS,
the 6 month old son of Imam Husain who was slaughtered in his
arms
3rd Waaz Summary

Maulana began with the bayaan of Nabi Ibrahim SA, whose
millat (tradition) we follow. Rasulullah SA stated to Amirul Mumineen SA that “I and you, Ali, we follow the Dawatof our father
Ibrahim.” The Dawat of Rasulllah and his progeny A’immat Tahereen SA is the same Dawat Ibrahim established, the same Dawat
mentioned in the ayat “His is the Dawat of Haqq” (Surat al-Ra’d:
14), due to the presence of an Imam from the progeny of Ibrahim.
Quoting Syedna Qutbuddin RA, Maulana explained how the sun
was present yesterday, yesterday was a day, today it is another day
and a discerning person would conclude that tomorrow a new day
will follow. Similarly, an Imam was present yesterday, he is present
today and will be present tomorrow.
Maulana related the riwayat of Imam Jafar-us-Sadiq AS that is
often recited in Ashara waaz, where he does tremendous nawazish
(favors) on Shia. Maulana then recited and expounded on the ayat
“wajjahtu wajhi - indeed, I have turned my face toward He who created the heavens and the earth, believing in One God, and I am not
of those who associate others with Allah” (Surat al-An’am: 79).
Before beginning a bayaan from Syedna Qutbuddin RA, Maulana did immense shukr of his father who prepared him. Maulana
related a unique incident that occurred after his second Ashara
waaz khidmat, where he was sent to the town of Mohammadiyya,
near Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed mazaar in Galyakot, by Syedna
Burhanhuddin. An elderly person returned from there to Mumbai,
and did sanaa (compliments) to Syedna Qutbuddin in private regarding Maulana’s waaz. Syedna Qutbuddin was immensely happy,
and told Maulana to kiss the misaal of Syedna Taher Saifuddin (in
which he references Syedna Qutbuddin’s first waaz in Udaipur as
“performed with thetayeed of the Imam). Syedna Qutbuddin also
told Maulana that “prior to your birth, Maulana Taher Saifuddin
came in my dreams and informed me I would have a son of such
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shaan”. Syedna Qutbuddin advised Maulana that “son, you have to
do khidmat of dawat.”
Maulana then explained in great detail 3 fasal (chapters) of
Nabi Ibrahim; zahir, taweel & haqiqat. The zahir was pertaining to
Ibrahim’stawakkul when his enemy threw him into the fire. Maulana also recounted Amirul Mumineen’s kalaam that 4 types of people have tawakkul: (1) on their money, (2) on their health and body,
(3) on other people and (4) on Khuda Ta’ala. On each topic, Maulana imparted priceless jewels of wisdom. Maulana also encouraged
Mumineen to seek their sustenance and rozi with himmat and tawakkul on Allah Ta’ala. Maulana drew from his own extensive experience and gave practical advice (inshallah this clip will be published
soon). The taweel chapter was pertaining to the deeper meaning of
Allah’s command to Ibrahim, as narrated in the Quran, to slay his
son Ismail. Maulana completed the haqiqat bayaan with tawjeeh of
the word Ibrahim. Maulana ended the bayaan with a heart rending recounting of shaadatof Aun & Mohammed (sons of Maulatuna
Zainab) and Qasim (son of Imam Hasan). Finally, he prayed Imam
Husain’s shahadat remembering that today is the fourth of Muharram and from 4 you can extract 10 (4+3+2+1=10)
4th Waaz Summary
Maulana began the bayaan on the zikr of Panjetan. Quoting
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s qasida, Maulana explained how amaan
(peace) is qaim in
the world due to the
presence of Imam.
Maulana also explained that Duat are
referred as Aalim-eAhle Bait (scholars
of Ahle Bait), who
delivered to Mumineen the ilm they
received from Ahle
Bait. Since the day was khamees (5th day, Thursday), Maulana especially remembered Syedna al-Moayyad al-Shirazi who used to
pray majalis on khamees. Maulana narrated in great historical detail
how tamheed (preparation) for satr was done through Syedna alMoayyad. Maulana narrated historical anecdotes of the inheritance
and flow of ‘ilm from Imams to Duat - starting from Lamak bin Malik who came who Yemen to pray in the hazrat of Imam with Syedna
al-Moayyad. Maulana also narrated the preparation of the transfer
of the center of Dawat from Yemen to India. Maulana quoted from
the Quran, Rasullulah’s hadith, and Maulana Ali’s kalaam to assert
the importance of ‘ilm. He explained in detail Amirul Mumineen’s
kalaam that there are 6 prerequisites for learning ilm:
(1) azam (conviction)
(2) hazm (curiosity)
(3) ijtihad (effort)
(4) bulghat (aptitude and ability)
(5) ustaaz (teacher - mufeed)
(6) tul zamaan - (a long time)
Socrates told his disciples when you find mufeed-e-haq (true
teacher), never leave him. A true teacher is necessary. Learning on
his own, one cannot surpass a certain limit.
There are also 4 conditions for learning ilm:
(1) stay silent
(2) listen carefully
(3) revise & memorize
(4) after attaining a certain level, teach others

Allah, our Lord, send down to us a maidat from the heaven to be for
us a eid for the first of us and the last of us and a sign from You. And
provide for us, and You are the best of providers.” (Surat al-Ma’idat:
114). Maulana explained 5 fasl (chapters). Finally, Maulana did immense dua for Mumineen. Thalo bharela hoi. Maulana related with
yesterday’s bayaan on baitullah, may we do Hajj with the mamsool
of baitullah, Imam-uz-Zaman. Maulana ended on the heart rending
zikr of Abbas Alamdar and Imam Husain. He did duathat by the
wasila of Abbas, may Khuda Ta’ala quench our thirst for ilm. Maulana also stated that Syedna Qutbuddin had passed on the ‘alam of
Dawat to him. He then beseeched doa “‘Abbas ‘Alamdar na wasila
si mara Maula Imam-uz-zaman par qurban thai jaaw”. Maulana
also beseeched doa for Mumineen that by wasila of Abbas’ hands,
may our hands be immersed in the khidmat of Dawat. Maulana ended on Syedna Qutbuddin’s kalaam: Husain was afflicted with 1000
wounds, will you not perform matam 1000 times over?
5th Waaz Summary
Maulana TUS began the bayaan by explaining that Imam
Tayyeb’s kunyat is Abul-Qasim, just as Rasullulah’s SA kunyat is
Abul-Qasim. Syedna Fakhruddin then explained that Syedna alMoayyad al-Shirazi states that an Imam is present in every age who
personifies rahmat (Allah’s mercy), and in satr, the Dai is among
Mumineen as the personification of rahmat. Since the day was
jumoa (Friday), Maulana prayed salawaat on our mawali. Maulana
noted how the whole world agrees on the days of the week, and that
there are 7 days in a week. It is rare for billions of people to agree
on one thing, this is due to the very first Imam (Adam-e-Kulli) who
established this. Each day is masl (symbol) on a natiq (Prophet) and
Friday is a mathal on Rasulullah SA. Syedna Fakhruddin also prayed
salaam on Anbiyaa’ Kiraam, Aimmat Tahereen, Aal-e-Mohammed
Du’at Mutlaqeen and did doa that we may be fortunate to do their
ziarat soon - he stated that through our salaam on Imam-uz-Zaman all our previous salaams are qabool (accepted). Maulana then
began the main bayaan, relating the daur (age) of the previous 5
natiq-s to the daur of Rasulullah. Maulana recited and explained
the ayat “There was certainly in their stories a lesson for those of
understanding. Never was the Qur’an a narration invented, but a
confirmation of what was before it and a detailed explanation of
all things and guidance and mercy for a people who believe” (Surat
Yusuf: 111). The stories of past anbiya are not just to please
the heart, they are true and hidayat (guidance) for those who
believe. Syedna al-Moayyad al-Shirazi states that what occurred
in past ages has occurred in Rasulullah’s age, not just stories but
relevant today. With great detail, Syedna Fakhruddin explained the
historical parallels between these Anbiya, Rasullulah SA and the
current zamaan. In each bayaan Syedna also related zikr of Syedna
Qutbuddin’s shaan. Maulana ended the waaz on Rasulullah’s shahaadat, and especially recounted the zikr of hanoot, which all Panjetan were given, except for Ama Husain.

Maulana continued bayaan on ’ilm in great detail and asserted
that Mumineen must make determined efforts to seek it in their daily lives. Maulana then began the main bayaan, reciting the ayat “O
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Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin Ashara Mubarak Waaz 1st, 3rd & 4th
1st Waaz Summary
Shezada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin began this year’s
Moharram waaz in London by reviving with heartfelt, inner grief,
the remembrance, matam and weeping on Imam Husain, as mumineen gathered to listen, in the London Ashara waaz hall.
With a pertinent start befitting our place in the global world
we live in, Shezada Saheb explained the identity of being a Mumin.
Our Hudaat have given
sacrifices in the face of
hardship that have kept
our past generations and
us on the sirat-e- mustaqim. In this context, he
related with clear precision the meaning of Rasulullah’s hadith, O children of Adam, obey Me and I will make you
like Me, of Eternal life. He showed through three facets of ta’wil,
why, in ruhaniyat, a true child of Adam, is he who holds true to his
faith and lives up to the spiritual lineage of his spiritual father and
mother.
Throughout the waaz, he remembered Syedna Burhanuddin
who we all remember and Syedna Qutbuddin whose memory is
with us, and prayed for Dai-z-zaman Syedna Taher Fakhruddin.
In ghamm nu bayan, as Mumineen wept, he said that the sacrifices of shuhada-e-karbala have sustained the identity of Mumineen and their pledge to truth, goodness and haqq, and shahadat of
Imam Husain, has made us the true children of Adam.
3rd Waaz Summary
Shezada Saheb recited the profound doa of Imam Ja’far alSadiq for his true Shi’a who remained devout, despite the trials and
persecution they faced, by saying May Allah make your lives that
of ours, and your death that of ours and linked this to the hadith
of Rasulullah expounded upon in his first waaz, in three further
contexts: of knowledge, practice, and reward. He explained that to

receive this doa we must be worthy and be true children of Adam.
Guidance, values and wisdom of our Imams were related
through akhbar. News of Syedna Taher Fakhruddin’s recent visit to
Delhi was related. Pranab Mukherjee, president, and Dr. Manmohan
Singh, former Prime Minister, were both moved by Syedna’s aura
and sincerity and applauded the values for which
Syedna stood. Dr. Manmohan Singh said to Syedna,
“you speak with such wisdom, that I too, wish to listen to your sermons”.
Concluding
with
ghamm-nu-bayan, Shezada
Saheb said, that Husain is
our example. Husain stood
against tyranny with 72 by
his side, when the masses
went with Yazeed. He
read the account of how
Maulatena Fatema wept
as Rasulullah conveyed to
her what would happen to
Imam Husain. He who weeps for Husain, son of Fatema, with sincerity, will become worthy of the profound doa of the Imam and
fulfill the hadith of Rasulullah.
4th Waaz Summary
Mumineen listened attentively as Shezada Saheb related the
meanings of the Quranic ayat: ‘Did you not see how Allah put forward the example of the good word, like a good tree, …’ He explained that Imam-uz-zaman is present on the face of the earth,
here and now, and the chain of Nass continues from the beginning
of time. Shehzada Saheb also did bayan of akhbar and falsafat.
Mumineen were deeply moved by the exceptional recitation of shahadat of Ali-Asghar and Imam Husain.
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